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ABSTRACT
A competency is defined as a capability or a ability. The principal organizing competency is
determining how activities and resources are grouped in which a madrasah principal is able to use to
activate plans and activities of madrasah. The purpose of this research is to analyze teachers’
perception toward organizing competence of principals in aspects of madrasah activities at four of
MAN (Madrasah Aliyah Negeri /The State Islamic Senior High School) in Tanahdatar Regency, West
Sumatra. The method of this research used quantitative descriptive. The instrument used  is
questionnaires. The questionnaires are given to teachers to obtain data on the teachers’ perceptions of
principal towards principal’s organizing competence. The population were 188 teachers, and then to
be as sample of this research, was 128 which taken by using proportional random sampling. Based on
the research finding, it was found that the organzing competence of the four MAN principals in
Tanahdatar regency on the madrasah activities were 79.50%. These scores for the madrasah
organizing activities are categorized into high category. In general based on quantitative results that
the organizing competence of the madrasah principals of MAN four in Tanahdatar regency was good.
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INTRODUCTION
eachers perception here is  meant as teachers opinion to principal competence at the place where
the teachers work. Teacher perceptions will be influenced by environment situation and
condition where they teach. Teachers through theirs senses will see, feel, and evaluate to the
principal managerial competence. The principal is always together with teachers, therefore the principal
competence is very to influence teachers opinions to his self.  If principal has good competence, so the
principal will make teacher’s good soul, performance, and character. Thus, teachers perception will be
also good to principal competence. Teacher perception in this research are opinion, comment,
impression or evaluation to principal competence on organizing the madrasah activities. A competency
is defined as a capability or a ability. The principal organizing competency is determining how activities
and resources are grouped in which a madrasah principal is able to use to activate plans and activities of
madrasah.
Teachers have very important role in learning process. The learning process are also influenced
by the cost of school, completeness of learning infrastructure, the curriculum system, service and
administration system, presentation system or teaching method, and evaluation system. Learning
process produced student who had knowledge, skill, and good character later. This showed the important
of learning process with other aspects in order to achieve better learning outcomes and good standard.
If the results of this education had beneficial and acceptable, all parties can be satisfied, it can be said
the madrasah was qualified. However, madrasah with good accreditation did not mean that the madrasah
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was good in its governance management. Many madrasahs faced problems, particularly in terms of
organizing aspects. This case was founded MAN in Tanahdatar regency, precisely at MAN 1
Tanahdatar, MAN 2 Tanahdatar, MAN 3 Tanahdatar, and MAN 4 Tanahdatar.
The relevant research result stated that although the madrasah were accredited, but that did not
mean the madrasahs were already understood in depth all of management aspects, it was proved from
researcher’s observation at four MAN in Tanahddatar regency, the researcher obtained informations
bellow: (1) lack of facilities at school, such as procurement of learning and learning media, (2) lack of
support buildings facility at the school, such as study building, laboratorium, library and places of
worship, (3) still founded educators who teach not in accordance with their educational background, (4)
student’s rules that have been designed and disseminated has not done well, (5) at MAN had good
financial management, due to the financial problems already determined by a treasurer, (6) lack of
society support towards madrasah, in personnel, material and moral, which society did not appreciate
well, this happened because people shackled with a view of positivism, materialism, and capitalism so
that everything that did not provide benefit, advantage, and opportunity will be abandoned, (7)
curriculum management had been running effectively and efficiently, but in its implementation still
irregularities such as teachers’ duty in designing learning devices were not perfect yet, (8)
implementation of special services management for students already done well such as library service,
infirmary service, cafeteria, security service, but in place of worship service was not good enough and
(9) implementation of MAN management in Tanahdatar regency already was conducted properly
because every madrasah had human resources which mannaged such as archiving and
correspondenceing. So, with proper management the principal was easier to find information and take
decisions for madrasah. [1-2]. Thus, this research focuses how does the competence of MAN principal
in Tanahdatar Regency to organize the madrasah activities.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Organizing is a verb of organization from word of organism. Organism is a structure of parties
directed to a purpose. Organizing is “determining how activities and resources are grouped”.[3] The
organizing function is extremely important to the management system because it is the primary
mechanism managers use to activate plans. Organizing creates and maintains relationships between all
organizational resources by indicating which resources are to be used for specified activities and when,
where, and how they are to be used. A thorough organizing effort helps managers minimize costly
weaknesses, such as duplication of effort and idle organizational resources. [4]
There are some steps in organizing: (1) to identify activity classifications; (2) to group  needed
activity for reaching the aims; (3) to taski to every group that led by a manager having the certain
authority; (4) to coordinate vertically and horizontally on the same level. [5]
Developing madrasah organization that fittable with the need, principal must (1) master the
concepts and all the national education policy on organizing madrasah institution; (2) develop the formal
organization structure of madrasah institution be  effective and efficient; (3) develop description of main
tasks and functions of every work units through approach, strategy and good organizing process; (4)
replace staff that fittable with the need; (5) develop the standard of operational procedure; (6) replace
teachers and staffs be suitable with the appropriate qualification, numbers, and replacement.
Organizing in this research is focusing to madrasah principals have an obligatory to organize
academic calendar, lesson schedule, teacher tasks and madrasah activities program.
METHODOLOGY
The method of this study used quantitative descriptive research. Data collection of this research
is collected with questionnaire. The sampling technique that used in this research was with proportional
random sampling. The goal of taking based on that sampling technique is to have balance opportunities
to represent as a sample. [6]  The population and sample can be seen below in table 1:
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Tabel 1. Distribution of Samples
No. Madrasahs Populations Samples
1. MAN 1 50/188 x 127 34
2. MAN 2 71/188 x 127 48
3. MAN 3 36/188 x 127 25
4. MAN 4 31/188 x 127 21
Total 188 128
All researchs need instrument for collecting data. Instrument is the help aid to researcher in
collecting the data. In this research, researcher used the quesionnaire lists. These quesionnaires list were
given to MAN teachers in Tanahdatar regency. The teachers wrote their perceptions about the
competence of madrasah principals in organizing the program. The steps in arranging the quesionaires
with (1) to determine indicators of eachs sub variables, (2) arranging the frame, (3) to formulate the
items, (4) to write the instruments completely, (5) to validate the instruments by experters, (6) to improve
the instruments according to validator suggestions, (7) to try out of the instruments at MAN 1 Padang,
and (8) to arrange instruments for using as a tool of data collection at MAN in Tanah Datar.
Data collection is done by visiting directly the teachers in the schools where the teachers worked
in accordance with the agreed time. Researchers explain the purpose of the study and questionnaire
filling procedure. In accordance to the agreement, the investigator gave time on the same day to the
respondent to complete and return the questionnaire.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The average of teacher perception of principal competence that related in organizing the madrasah
program and activities to this aspect can be seen in Figure 1.
Figure 2. Principal Competence in Organizing
Figure 1 shows that the competence of the principal of MAN 1 is the highest (88.11). The lowest
competence is achieved by the principal of MAN 3 (73.67). The interpretation through scoring criteria
in Table 5 shows that the principal of MAN 1 is very good, while the principal of MAN 2, MAN 3, and
MAN 4 are good. In general, the competence of MAN principals in Tanahdatar based on this aspect is
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good (79.50). The score result measured by using ideal mean of ideal maximum score is shown in Table
2.
Table 2. Score of Principal Competence on Organizing Aspect
No Commentary Result
1 Number of Respondents 128
2 Total of questionnaire item 6
3 Achieved score 2458
4 Ideal maximum score (128 x 6x 4) 3072
5 Ideal Mean (Mi) 1536
6 Sdi 512
7 Depth Category
 Very Good / Very High = X> Mi +
2,25.Sdi
X> 2688
 Good / High = Mi + 1,5.Sdi ≤ x ≤ Mi +
2,25.Sdi
2304 ≤ x ≤ 2688
 Good / Medium = Mi + 0,75.Sdi ≤ x ≤ Mi
+ 1.5. Sdi
1920 ≤ x ≤ 2304
 Not Good / Low = Mi Mi + ≤ x ≤ 0.75 .Sdi 1536 ≤ x ≤ 1920
 No Good / Very low = X <Mi X <1536
8 Conclusion
The score (2458)  ranges between 2304-2688 High category / well
Table 2 shows that the achievement of competence of principals of MAN Tanahdatar based on
perceptions is 2458. The ideal maximum score is 3072. Because 2458 is between 2304 (Mi + 1,5.Sdi)
and 2304 (value Mi + 2.25. Sdi), the principal competence of MAN in Tanahdatar on organizing aspects
is in high category.
CONCLUSION
The teacher perception about madrasah principal is associated with the organizing competence of
the principal seen high category. If organizing madrasah program by principal is good and then the
madrasah program implementation will be easy accomplished. The skills to communicate, program
planning, leadership and supervision school principals need to get attention in term to increase principal
managerial competence. Generally teacher’s perceptions to principal competence in organizing
madrasah activities included very good, eventhough there are many matters that getting lower mark.
This finding research stated that competence of madrasah principals in organizing the madrasah
activities are fittable according to the need.
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